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Chapte rr  4. Size-Exclusio n Chromatograph y 

(SEC)) and Multiangl e Ligh t Scatterin g (MALS) 

detection ::  principle s and applicatio n to the stud y 

off  cellulos e 

Abstract Abstract 

AsAs detection is a crucial aspect of size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), the detection 
modesmodes that are available and the type of information each one provides are reviewed. The 
principlesprinciples and the advantages of multiangle laser light scattering (MALS) coupled with 
differentialdifferential refractive index (DRI) detection are outlined. A section is especially dedicated 
toto the detectors set-up, and to the determination of the parameters required for the 
characterisationcharacterisation of the molar mass distribution (MMD) of the polymer, the calculation of 
thethe molar mass (Mr) averages, and the root mean square (rms) radii averages. Among 
thesethese parameters is the refractive index increment (dn/dc) of cellulose in 0.5% 
LiCl/DMAc.LiCl/DMAc. The precision and reproducibility of SEC/MALS/DRI for the analysis of 
cellulosecellulose are evaluated in order to validate the method. MALS also allowed for the 
characterisationcharacterisation of the polymer in solution. The conformation of cellulose in LiCl/DMAc 
waswas determined to be random coil, and a study of the solvent efficiency showed that 
LiCl/DMAcLiCl/DMAc was a good solvent for the conditions chosen. 

4.11 Molar mass (Mr) determinatio n and choic e of 
detectio nn in SEC 

Detectionn of eluted solutes in size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) can be done either 
relativee to known standards or in absolute mode. The detectors most used in SEC as 
classifiedd according to their functioning mode (some detectors pertain to several 
categories)) are: 

 universal detectors with a response proportional to the concentration, such as 
refractivee index (RI) and ultraviolet (UV) detectors; 

 detectors with a response function of molar mass (Mr): either directly proportional 
too Mt such as light scattering detectors (LS), inversely proportional to Mt such as 
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masss spectrometers (MS) or proportional to MT to a certain power, such as 
viscometryy detectors (V); 

 detectors with a response to particular chemical functions of the polymer, such as 
UVV and photodiode array (PDA) detectors and Fourier-Transform Infra Red 
(FTIR)) detectors. 

4.1.14.1.1 Relative  Mr determination:  conventionai  calibration 

Conventionall  calibration is the simplest method used in SEC for MT determination, it 
reliess on a single detector. The calibration curve is established with narrowly distributed 
standardss (low polydispersity standards), relative to which the Mr of the polymer can be 
calculated.. For accurate Mr determination, the method is based upon the assumption that 
thee standards used have the same hydrodynamic volume and same elution behaviour as 
thee solute with the method used. This method has limitations since standards for every 
polymerr are not available. 

Calibrationn standards used for SEC of cellulose include polystyrene [1,2,3], dextrans [4,5] 
andd pullulans [6,7,8,9,10,11,12]; the latter have been the preferred choice. Pullulans are 
linearr polysaccharides made of repeated units of maltotriose. Polymaltotriose differs from 
cellulosee in that at regular intervals, one out of three glycosidic bonds is oc-D-(l,6) instead 
off  P~D-(\,4). Because of their linearity pullulans are considered as having a similar 
relationshipp between MT andd hydrodynamic volume as cellulose. However, one drawback 
iss that the Mr range of commercially available pullulans does not cover the entire elution 
rangee of most cellulose, which makes extrapolation of the calibration curve necessary at 
thee high-Mr end. Recently, Bikova and Treimanis [13] showed that at same Mr, cellulose 
hadd a higher hydrodynamic volume than pullulan (under equal conditions of solvent and 
temperature)) due to higher backbone rigidity. Consequent to this difference in 
hydrodynamicc properties, the MT of cellulose relative to pullulans as determined with SEC 
iss overestimated. The authors warn about the widespread acceptance that considers 
pullulanss and cellulose as having similar hydrodynamic volume and point out a need for 
furtherr investigation on the hydrodynamic properties of pullulans. 

Strlicc et al. recently showed that the salt concentration in the solvent and run temperature 
inn SEC were important parameters leading to a difference in the determined MT, and even 
iff  these effects were of the same order of magnitude for pullulans and cellulose, they led 
too systematic errors in MT of tens of percents [14]. 

Thee calibration using pullulans is therefore not a clear issue and needs further 
investigation. . 

AA similar problem arises with gelatine, a protein characterised in the frame of this work, 
forr which no commercial standard provides a good structural match. This is due to the 
spatiall  conformation of the collagen from which gelatine is produced. Unlike most 
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proteins,, collagen has a fibrous quaternary structure and protein standards commercially 
availablee are only from globular proteins (see Chapter 8). 

Conventionall  calibration is nevertheless a useful tool in many situations as it allows for 
relativee comparisons, which within a same group of polymers are useful for monitoring, 
forr instance, degradation. This is often the case in conservation research when studying 
thee behaviour of a polymer upon accelerated aging or upon a specific treatment. 

4.1.24.1.2 Absolute  Mr determination 

Absolutee MT determination refers to measurements that permit the determination of 
polymerss weight-average molar mass (A/w) without reference to any molar mass 
standards.. Several detection systems achieve absolute molar mass determination. In this 
sectionn will be considered only those that have been applied to cellulose analysis, namely 
universall  calibration and laser light scattering detection. 

4.1.2.11 Universa l calibratio n 

Universall  calibration is carried out with refractive index and viscosity detectors (RI/V). 
Thee universal calibration theory [15] is based upon the observation that for a given 
mobilee phase, column set and temperature, macromolecules that have the same 
hydrodynamicc volume elute with the same retention time. The viscosity detector response 
iss proportional to both the concentration and the hydrodynamic volume of the solute, the 
latterr being the product of intrinsic viscosity [rj]  and molar mass, as given by the Mark-
Houwink-Sakuradaa (MHS) equation (Appendix 5-1). However, the viscometer does not 
alloww to determine the concentration, which explains the necessity of coupling a 
refractometer.. Universal calibration gives plots of log ([Tj]xM r) as a function of retention 
time,, which are linear on most of the working elution volume. The determination of the 
MMTT of the polymer is therefore deducted from these measurements. 

Thee advantage of universal calibration is that it is independent of the chemical nature and 
structuree of the polymer standards, and can be done with any narrowly distributed 
standardss regardless of the polymer studied. However, it is worth noting that 
refractometerss give a more sensitive response to low-Mr fractions while viscometers are 
moree sensitive to high-Mr fractions. This results in slight distortions in the Mx 

determinationn for polymers of either very high or very low-A/r. 

Thee first application of universal calibration with a viscometry detector to cotton cellulose 
sampless was carried out by Timpa and Ramey [1], and latter by Striegel and Timpa 
[16,17].. The method is still currently used [18,19]. 
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AA.2.2AA.2.2  Ligh t scatterin g 

4.1.2.2.14.1.2.2.1 Theory  and principles 

Laserr light scattering can be performed in batch mode or in chromatography mode. 
Detailedd information can be found in Flory [20], and in the review article by Wyatt [21]. 
Thee light scattering theory is summarised below. 

Thee phenomenon of light scattering occurs when electromagnetic radiation hitting a 
moleculee is partly scattered. When charge separation, induced by the interaction of the 
electronss of the molecule with the oscillating electric field component of light, creates an 
oscillatingg dipole, the molecules emit scattered light. Almost all of the scattered light has 
thee same wavelength as the incident radiation and comes from elastic scattering, also 
calledd Rayleigh scattering. This is the classical theory; it does not consider other 
phenomenaa resulting from the interaction of light with matter such as absorption, 
fluorescence,, depolarisation and magnetic scattering. In static light scattering the time-
averaged,, i.e. the total intensity of the scattered light is measured. 

Forr large molecules like polymers, with dimensions exceeding 1/20 of the incident 
wavelength,, intramolecular interference leads to a decrease in the scattering intensity as 
thee scattering angle increases. Only when light radiation enters the molecule at a zero 
degreee angle does phase interference not occur. Since detection at 0° is impractical 
becausee the detector would be overloaded by the non-scattered light, a single detector 
placedd close to 0° can be used to determine the molar mass of a polymer. This is the 
principlee of low-angle light scattering (LALS). In right-angle light scattering (RALS), the 
LSS response is based on a single angle measure at 90°. In multiangle light scattering 
(MALS)) the scattering intensity is measured at several different angles and the molar 
masss is computed by extrapolation to 0°. 

Thee two principles in light scattering are: 

PrinciplePrinciple 1 

Thee intensity of light scattered (LS) is proportional to the product of the polymer weight-
averagee molar mass Mw and the polymer concentration c. 

[dcj [dcj 

Wheree — is the refractive index increment, which expresses the variation of the 
dc dc 

refractivee index of a solution with solute concentration. 

PrinciplePrinciple 2 

Thee angular variation of the scattering is directly related to the radius of the polymer. 
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MALSS experimentally determines the root mean square radius (rms) also abbreviated rg 

becausee sometimes called radius of gyration. The mean square radius <r g
2>  is an 

expressionn of the distribution of mass within the molecule (Figure 4.1-1) and thus informs 
aboutt the structure of the polymer in solution. We have: 

X r i 2 mi i 

I-, , 
Thee number-average (<r2>„), weight-average (<r2>w), and z-average (<r2>z) mean square 
radiii  of the molecules can be calculated as follows: 

<r\ <r\ 
M M 'r<r'r<r 22)< )< 

(r(r 22)„)„  = 
_-£kfr'), ) ) 

I « « 

Wheree c, is the mass concentration, M„  the molar mass, and <r2>, the mean square radius 
off  the i' slice of the chromatogram. 

molecule'smolecule's center of mass 

Figuree 4.1-1. Schematic representation of the mean square radius <r/>. 

Thee light scattering equation (Equation 4-1) is based on Zimm's formalism of the 
Rayleigh-Debye-Ganss model for dilute polymers. It reflects the two principles and 
includess both intermolecular and intramolecular effects. 

1 1 K*c K*c 
ReRe MwPe Pe 

2A,c2A,c 3A,c2 

-- + ... (Equation 4-1) 

Where e 

 K* is an optical parameter related to the polymer in its solvent defined as: 

nn00 N_1 A0~ (Equation 4-2) K*K*  = 47t2 

Where, , 

dn dn 

Un* Un* 

\\dcdcJ J 

—— is the refractive index increment (cm3 g"1) 
dc dc 

nn00 is the refractive index of the solvent 
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NN is Avogadro 's number (mo l1) 

XoXo is the vacuum wavelength of the incident light (cm) 

cc is the concentrat ion of the solute molecules (g cm"3). 

ReRe is the Rayleigh ratio (cm"1). It is the excess intensity of the scattered light at 
anglee 6. The Rayleigh ratio includes also the terms of the square of the distance 
betweenn the scattering centre and the detector, the incident intensity, and the 
deviationn due to crossing of the cell by the laser beam. 

A/ww is the weight-average molar mass (g mol"1) 

A2A2 is the second virial coefficient (mol cm3 g"2), a thermodynamic term which 
characterisess solvent-solute interaction: 

A2A2 > 0 is indicative of a good solvent: the surrounding system gains energy 
whenn solvent molecules surround solute molecules. 

A2=A2= 0 means the solvent is an " ideal" solvent also called a " theta" (9) solvent. 
Thee polymer is said to be in theta conditions. 

A2<0A2<0 means the solvent is a poor solvent. The polymer may precipitate out of 
solutionn if A 2 is a large negative number. 

PePe is a form factor, also called particle scattering factor. It is the expression of the 
variationn of the scattered light due to phase interference with the measuring angle. 
Itt is a function of the mass distribution inside the molecule and hence varies with 
thee size and shape of the polymer in solution. The variation is determined by the 

ger r 

—— = 1 + —Tr - ( r g ) - s in2 - |+...(Equation4-3) 
FF ee 5 A yz 

11 ( (6 
Fromm Equation 4-3, <r g>  can be determined by the plot — — f sin2 — 

4.1.2.2.24.1.2.2.2 MALS and SECIMALS experiments 

Inn batch experiments with MALS or in SEC/MALS, the unknown parameters are the 
molarr mass Mw, the mean square radius <r g

2>  of the polymer and the second virial 
coefficientt A2, The known parameters are the Rayleigh ratio Re , the concentration c 
(givenn by the concentration detector), the constant K*, the vacuum wavelength of the 

incidentt light Xo and the measuring angle 0 . The — needs to be accurately measured or 
dc dc 

otherwisee obtained from the literature. There are three limits of interest: 

meann square radius <r g
2>. The larger <r g

2>, the greater the angular variation. 
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Loww concentration limit (c->0): infinite dilution of the solute eliminates 
intermolecularr scattering effects. In this case, the term A2c = 0 

Loww angle limit (0->O), where P0 = 1. This is used in LALS measurements. In this 
case,, there is no phase interference in the scattered light, intramolecular effects are 
eliminatedd and Equation 4-1 becomes: 

KK1 1 

& & 
J_ _ ++  2A2 c 

Loww concentration and low angle (c->0, 0->O); Equation 4-1 becomes: 

K*c K*c 1 1 
M. M. 

Inn MALS, the scattering intensity is measured at several different angles. The 
extrapolationn to zero angle allows to determine the values of Mw and A2. The 
extrapolationn to zero concentration allows to determine the value of <r g

2>. 

AA Zimm plot expresses both the angular and the concentration dependence of the 
scattering.. A Zimm plot (Figure 4.1-2) can be constructed with several relatively high 
concentrationss and yields Mw, rms radius and A2 in one single plot (Equation 4-4). 

KKs s 

R„ R„ 
sin n —— \+kc 

2 2 
(Equationn 4-4) 

Wheree A: is a "stretch" factor selected to place (k c) and sin2(0/2) in the same order of 
magnitude. . 

Figuree 4.1-2. Typical Zimm plot (example of polymethylmethacrylate in acetone at 24°C). 
Reproducedd from Ghazy et at. [22]. 

AA Zimm plot can be constructed only in batch (or microbatch) mode. In chromatography 
modee (SEC/MALS), the working concentrations are too low. More fundamentally, at any 
onee time there is one concentration, but as time changes the concentration changes and so 
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doess Mw. Thus a Zimm plot cannot be created as a matter of principle. The approach is 

thereforee to use the Debye plot, which has the same coordinates as the Zimm plot but at 

onee single low concentration. At low concentrations the term A2 c in the Rayleigh-Debye-

Ganss equation approaches zero. Combination of Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-3 yields: 

K' K' 1 1 1Ó7T22 . 2, 11 + l F ( r -sin' ' -1 1 
V 2 J J 

(Equationn 4-5) 

Workingg with polydisperse polymers in SEC, each slice of a peak can be considered as 

representingg a monodisperse fraction so a Debye plot can be built for each data slice. 

Debyee plots can be built using Zimm, Debye, or Berry formalisms. The Zimm formalism 

iss given by K*clRe as a function of sin2(0/2), and is generally used for mid-sized 

polymerss (rms radius between 10 and 100 nm). Debye formalism is used with smaller 

polymerss (rms < 50 nm), and Berry formalism with very large polymers (rms of 100-200 

nm). . 

Figuree 4.1-3 shows a Debye plot (Zimm formalism) for a slice of the distribution near 

peakk molar mass (Mp). The sample is Whatman No.1 dissolved in 8% LiCl/DMAc , as 

describedd in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3, and analysed in SEC/MALS using 0.5% 

LiCl/DMA cc as mobile phase as described in section 4.2.3 of the present chapter. 

2.80x106 6 

jjT T 

g.40xia6 6 

2.00x106 6 

Debyee Plot 

-- ^~* 
^^ <<^~^*' ^~^*' 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ~ ^ ^ 

- ^ ^ \\ i i i 

Peak,, Slice : 1, 1603 
Volumee : 18.358 mL 
Fitt degree : 2 
Cone.. : (4.261 L 
Mww : (5.873 + 0.025)e+5 g/mol 
Radiuss : 53.4  0.9 nm 

sin*(theta/2) ) 

--

yy*yy* M„ 
/ A N * — R II signal 

90'' & AUX detectors 

Figuree 4.1-3. Debye plot display of K*clRB as a function of sin2(<¥2) (Zimm formalism) for cellulose in 
LiCl/DMA cc obtained by SEC/MALS/RI with a Dawn EOS (Wyatt Technologies) and interferometric 
differentiall  refractometre Optilab DSP (Wyatt Technologies), and computed by the ASTRA software 
versionn 4.73.04 (Wyatt Technologies), from the slice of the chromatogram at V. = 18.358 mL. The 
errorr bars, which as can be seen, are extremely small, represent the baseline noise for each detector's 
photodiode.. The data reported in the lower left part corresponds to the results calculated from the 
slicee selected by moving the vertical ticker over the LS chromatogram. Thus values of MT can be 
obtainedd for each V,. On the figure, the ticker is placed on the LS signal at the point corresponding to 
thee apex of the DRI signal, which yields the peak molar mass M„. 
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SEC/MALSS allows the determination of weight, number and z-average molar mass 
averagess (Mn, Mw, Mz), root mean square (rms) radii (number-average rn, weight-average 
rrww,, and z-average rz), as well as size distribution and conformation. The parameters 
directlyy measured by the MALS detector are MWj yielded from (Equation 4-1) and z-
averagee rms radius (rz).A concentration detector online with the light scattering detector 
measuress the concentration of the solute in each slice of the chromatogram, for which the 
polymerr is considered monodisperse. Generally a differential refractive index (DRI) 
detectorr is used. DRI detectors need the value of the dn/dc to calculate the concentration 
off  the polymer from the RI signal. The calculation is made according to: 

__ Va 

"® "® 
Where, , 

•• c is the concentration of the polymer in solution. 

•• V is the output voltage. 

•• a is the calibration constant of the DRI detector, i.e. a proportionality constant 
betweenn the difference in refractive index between the pure solvent and the 
polymerr solution (An), and the change in the output voltage (AV), with: 

rf(A») rf(A») 
d(AV) d(AV) 

Thee value of dn/dc required to determine the molar mass by online light scattering is the 
dn/dcdn/dc of the studied polymer in the working solvent at the working temperature and 
workingg wavelength. For many molecular species, dn/dc remains constant over a broad 
rangee of MT. For others, especially copolymers, the value changes significantly with MT. 
Thiss can happen even for homopolymers, below 10,000 g mol"1. In the cases when dn/dc 
variess with MT, the DRI detector is not sufficient for precise measurements, and both DRI 
andd UV detectors can be used online with a MALS detector. 

AA UV detector is sometimes also used as the concentration detector instead of the DRI, 
especiallyy when working with proteins. This requires knowing the extinction coefficient 
off the polymer at the working wavelength (E), the response factor for the UV detector 
(AUU V"1), and the cell path length of the UV detector, as well as the dn/dc for the 
accompanyingg LS detector. 

Theree are a few drawbacks to LS measurements. One of them is that the maximum 
resolutionn in molecular size is 1/20 of the incident light, thus for Mw below a few 
thousands,, relatively high concentrations may be required in order to have a detectable 
signal.. Therefore, in the very low-Mr DRI detectors are less accurate, but they are also 
lesss sensitive in the very high-A/r, thus less precise. However recent research showed that 
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accuratee values of Mr could be obtained for low-Mr monodisperse polymers in the range 

of2.5xl03tol04gmor' [23]. . 

4.22 Applicatio n of SEC/MALS to the stud y 

4.2.14.2.1 The instruments 

Thee multiangle light scattering detector (MALS) used throughout the present study was a 
Dawnn EOS (Wyatt Technologies). The laser has a nominal power of 25 mW (23.5 mW 
effective)) and operates at 690 nm. The flow cell has a volume of 70 uL, and the scattering 
volumee is in the order of 0.5 uL. The detection is done by 18 photodiodes placed in array 
aroundd the flow cell as schematised in Figure 4.2-1. 

Figuree 4.2-1. Schematised flow cell and photodiodes of the MALS detection cell. 

Thee DRI detector is an interferometric differential refractometer Optilab DSP (Wyatt 
Technologies),, it is schematised in Figure 4.2-2. The light source emits at the same 
wavelengthh as the laser of the MALS (690 nm). The light is plane-polarised at 45° by a 
polariser.. The beam is then split by the first Wollaston prism, resulting in two orthogonal 
plane-polarisedd beams that are in phase. One is vertically rotated and passes through the 
referencee cell and the other is horizontally rotated and passes through the sample cell. The 
phasee shift between the beams at the exit of the cells is directly proportional to the 
refractivee index difference between the solutions in the reference and sample cells. The 
beamss are recombined in the second Wollaston prism to yield a plane-polarised beam 
rotatedd with respect to the initial beam according to the phase shift. Based on the rotation, 
thee quarter wave plate and analyser detect the rotation of the plane of polarisation, at the 
wavelengthh selected by the interference filter. The cell temperature is controlled between 
35°CC and 80°C by internal heaters. 

samplee |ens 

lightt source 

quateraravee interference 
platee filter 

detector r 

Figuree 4.2-2. Scheme of the interferometric differential refractive index detector Optilab DSP. 
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4.2.24.2.2 Experimental  determination  of  the parameters  in 
thethe  LS equation  for  caiculation  of  Mw 

Inn order to compute the polymer concentration c and hence Mw, it is necessary to 
determinee a number of constants. 

Thiss section is dedicated to the instrumental tuning that was necessary after installation of 
thee SEC/MALS, and to the determination of the constants and parameters required for the 
calculationn of molar mass, root mean square radius and polymer conformation. It includes 
thee determination of the calibration constant of the MALS detector Dawn EOS and that of 
thee interferometric differential refractometer Optilab DSP (a), the normalisation of the 
MAL SS detector and the alignment of the detectors with the determination of the delay 
interdetectorr volume. As it is also necessary to know the dn/dc of the polymer in the 
chosenn solvent (Equation 4-2), a section is dedicated to the determination of the dn/dc of 
cellulosee in LiCl/DMAc. Data acquisition and molecular parameters calculations were 
performedd using ASTRA software version 4.73.04 for Windows (Wyatt Technologies). 

4.2.2.11 Determinatio n of the calibratio n constan t a of the DRI 

4.2.2.1.14.2.2.1.1 Background 

Thee calibration constant a of a DRI detector is the proportionality constant between the 

differencee in refractive index between the pure solvent and the polymer solution (An) and 

thee change in the output voltage (AK) (see section 4.1.2.2.2), with: 

rf(An) rf(An) 
d(AV) d(AV) 

Itt is a geometrical constant related to the structure of the detection cell. 

Thee refractive index n, of a solution of concentration cx depends on the refractive index of 
thee solvent «o according to: 

Iff  A/ti = rii  - no, thus: 

Thee output signal ht of the DRII  is proportional to Ant with: 

hihi = or"1 Atii = cc 
dn) dn) 
Tcp Tcp 
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Thee constant a can thus be measured with solutions of known c and known dn/dc. 

4.2.2.1.24.2.2.1.2 Experimental  determination  of  a 

Thee constant a was measured offline (without the columns) with aqueous solutions of 
NaCll  (anhydrous) of known concentration (Table 4.2-1). A large enough sample volume 
mustt be injected in order to obtain a flat apex region of the signal for each solution 
(Figuree 4.2-3). A syringe pump was used. The dn/dc of anhydrous NaCl in water at the 
workingg wavelength (690 nm) is 0.172 ml g" . 

Inn order to ensure exact concentration of the solutions, NaCl was oven-dried. Five 
dilutionss were made from a stock solution 1.01l7xl0"3 g mL'1. The dilutions were made 
byy weight, solution mass being more easily accurately determined than volume. 

Thee voltage output AV, which is the solvent baseline corrected voltage of the signal ht of 
thee DRI for each of the six solutions was measured with DNDC software (Wyatt 
Technologies).. An was computed for each solution and plotted against A F (Figure 4.2-4). 
Thee slope of the plot is the DRI calibration constant a. The experiment was repeated 
twice.. Table 4.2-1 reports the values obtained for the signal (raw and adjusted output) for 
thee six NaCl solutions for one of the two experiments. 

Thee two values obtained for a were 2.2517xl0"4 6) V 1 and 2.2614XKT4 

6)) V1. The average of these 2 values, 2.25655xl0"4 V"1, was used as the a 

constantt throughout the SEC/MALS experiments. This value is in good agreement with 
thee value provided by the manufacturer of 2.2314xl0"4 7) V"1. 

Sett Concentrations 

00 20 40 60 

Timee (minutes) 

Figuree 4.2-3. Saturated response of the DRI  for  the six NaCl solutions. 
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2.0x10"' ' 
Calibrationn Curve 

5.0X1Q-5 5 

Figuree 4.2-4. Plot of the DRI  response as a function of the variation in refractive index. 

Tablee 4.2-1. Response of the DRI  to each solution of NaCI 

Raww Output 
(V) ) 
0.0656 6 
0.1471 1 
0.2670 0 
0.4514 4 
0.5963 3 
0.7562 2 

Adj.. Output 
(V) ) 
0.0770 0 
0.1585 5 
0.2785 5 
0.4629 9 
0.6078 8 
0.7678 8 

Concentrations s 
(smU1) ) 

1.01177 x 10"4 

2.02344 x 10-4 

4.04688 xlO"4 

6.07022 x 10"4 

8.09366 xlO"4 

1.0117X10"3 3 

Itt has to be noted that according to the adjusted gain of the DRI detector, the a constant to 
bee input in the ASTRA software when reducing the data is the constant corrected to the 
gain.. For our experiments the auxiliary gain was set to 10, the constant input in ASTRA 

wass therefore 2.25655xl0"5 V"1. 

4.2.2.22 MALS detecto r 

4.2.2.2.14.2.2.2.1 Calibration  of  the MALS detector 

Thee voltages of the photodiode detectors in the Dawn EOS are proportional to the light 
scatteredd intensities. The calibration of the detector is the determination of this 
proportionalityy constant. It is done for the 90° detector only, with ASTRA software, 
whichh measures the voltages from the 90° and the laser monitor photodiodes with the 
laserr on and the laser off (dark currents), and then correlates to the Rayleigh ratio 
(scatteredd light intensity). The collection trace is the calibration graph. 

Calibrationn was done with HPLC-grade toluene filtered with 0.02 um filter Anotop 25. 
Toluenee is recommended for calibration because it has a high and accurately determined 
Rayleighh ratio (9.78x10"6 at 690 nm), it is generally a dust-free solvent, available in high 
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purityy grade, its refractive index is very similar to that of the flow cell windows, and it is 
easyy to purge from the flow cell 

Calibrationn of the MALS detector considers not only the 90° detector sensitivity but also 
incorporatess the geometrical scattering volume, solid angle corrections and the reflective 
lossess at the glass surfaces (Fresnel factors). 

Thee injections were done with a syringe pump at a flow rate of 0.2 ml min"1. The trace on 
thee calibration graph showed no long-term drift and peak-to-peak fluctuated within 2 mV 
(accordingg to the manufacturer the fluctuation should be within 5 mV). 

Thee calibration was repeated three times. The constant obtained by averaging the three 
measuress was 6.07lxl0"6 . The value of the constant provided by the 
manufacturerr was 6.356xl0~6. The difference between the experimentally determined 
valuee and the manufacturer's value is 4.5%, which falls within the maximum difference 
recommendedd of 5%. 

4.2.2.2.24.2.2.2.2 Normalisation  of  the MALS detector 

4.2.2.2.2.14.2.2.2.2.1 Background 

Inn the MALS, the array of detectors (18 photodiodes) is positioned at fixed angles 6. Each 
photocelll  detector may subtend a different solid angle at the central scattering volume, 
andd have slightly different gains. As only the 90° photodiode is calibrated, the responses 
fromfrom the other photodiodes have to be normalised to the 90° photodiode response. The 
normalisationn consists in multiplying the excess Rayleigh ratio factors at each detector by 
aa suitable constant to yield the same value as that measured at the 90° angle, which has 
beenn set equal to one. ASTRA software computes normalisation coefficients for each 
detectorr and uses them for data processing. 

Thee actual scattering angle and the scattering volume seen by each of the photodiodes 
dependss on the refractive index of the solvent and the refractive index of the flow cell 
glass.. The normalisation has therefore to be performed in the actual solvent used in the 
SEC/MALSS experiment. The polymer used for normalisation has to be an isotropic 
scatterer,, i.e. a polymer small enough to scatter in same intensity in all directions. Usually 
polymerss with rms radius below 10 nm are isotropic scatterers. 

4.2.2.2.2.24.2.2.2.2.2 Normalisation 

Normalisationn was carried out on-line (with the columns) with a polystyrene 30,000 g 

mol"11 at 0.5016 g.mL"1 in 0.5% LiCl/DMAc. The sample was filtered through 0.02 urn 

filterr Anotop 25. The runs were done at 55°C. The refractive index of 0.5% LiCl/DMA c 

wass considered to be the same as that of DMAc (n = 1.436). 
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Thee quality of the normalisation was evaluated by comparing the relative peak heights of 
thee light scattering detectors. This allows as well to verify that the flow cell is clean and 
checkk for stray light. 

Figuree 4.2-5 shows a three dimensional plot with rotation and elevation angles set to 0°. 
Thee peak heights were the same and the detector signals overlaid almost perfectly except 
forr one detector, which seemed slightly off-set. Figure 4.2-6 of a three dimensional plot 
withh 30° elevation and rotation angles shows a regular decrease in the peak heights which 
indicatess a good normalisation, and shows also that the detector slightly off-set is the 2° 
anglee photodiode. The very low-angle detectors are often slightly off because they are the 
mostt sensitive to dust and particles. The 2° angle photodiode was therefore not used for 
thee calculations of Mw in the SEC/MALS experiments. 

Thee normalisation was considered acceptable and the normalisation coefficients were 
enteredd in ASTRA software and used for all the SEC/MALS experiments. 

3DD Plot - NORMDMA2 

d> > 

i>w»'«i4<im*<w4«»rt>n.MMi»> ''  Wn'iUuMwiimaiMitil i mlk* 

3DD Plot - NORMDMA2 

Figuree 4.2-5. 3-D plot in ASTRA software at 0° angle rotation and elevation, showing the response of 
thee 18 photodiodes after  normalisation. The small triangles on the right point to the signal 
correspondingg to the off-set photodiode. 

3DD Plot - NORMDMA2 3DD Plot - NORMDMA2 

Figuree 4.2-6. 3-D plot in ASTRA software at 30°° rotation and elevation, showing the response of the 
188 photodiodes after  normalisation. The small triangl e on the right shows the off set signal of the 2° 
anglee photodiode. 
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4.2.2.2.34.2.2.2.3 Alignment 

Thee alignment allows the determination of the interdetector (or delay) volume between 

thee MAL S and the DRI detector in order to correlate their measurements. The delay 

volumee is obtained by injecting a monodisperse polymer standard and by aligning the LS 

peakk with the DRI peak. Only monodisperse samples result in perfect overlapping of the 

twoo signals but very narrow polymer standards can also be used. The delay volume has to 

bee as small as possible in order to minimize band broadening. Normally, it should fall 

betweenn 0.08 and 0.25 mL. 

Withh the present chromatographic set-up, an interdetector delay volume of 0.15 mL was 

determinedd by injecting a polystyrene 30,000 g mol"' narrow standard dissolved in 0.5% 

LiCl/DMA cc (Figure 4.2-7). The correctness of this value was confirmed by a good 

overlayy of the LS (90°) and DRI signals. The line crossing the peak in the plot of Mr as a 

functionn of elution volume (Ve) (Figure 4.2-8) represents the variation in Mr across the 

elution,, and is expectedly flat as the PS standard is monodisperse. 

Peakk ID- NORMDMA2 

0.4 4 

0.0 0 

90° ° 
DRI I 

v_ _ 

60.00 64.0 

Volumee (mL) 

Figuree 4.2-7. Aligned DRI and LS signals after the injection of PS 30,000. 

Molarr Mass vs. Volume 
1.0X105 5 

1.0x10* * 
58.0 0 58.2 2 58.44 58.6 58.8 59.0 

Volumee (mL) 

Figuree 4.2-8. Zoom in the apex area of Figure 4.2-7. The flat line across the peaks indicates that there 
iss no variation of mass across Ve. 
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4.2.2.33 Measuremen t of the refractiv e index incremen t (dnldc)  of 
cellulos ee in 0.5% LiCI/DMAc 

4.2.2.3.14.2.2.3.1 Background 

Ann accurate value of the refractive index increment is required because the DRI signal is 
inverselyy proportional to dn/dc which, as shown in (Equation 4-2) appears in a quadratic 
form. . 

Thee difficulty in determining the dn/dc of cellulose in LiCI/DMA c was observed by 
severall  authors [24,25]. Values as varied as 0.057 [24], 0.091 [11], 0.104 [26], 0.136 [27] 
andd 0.163 mL g"1 [16] have been reported. This variability in the dn/dc values and the 
poorr repeatability and reproducibility are sometimes attributed to the solvent 
hygroscopicityy [28]. 

Additionall  parameters that could influence the measures of dn/dc include instrumental as 
welll  as sample related parameters. The instrumental variable that certainly plays a major 
rolee is the measuring wavelength since dn/dc is a function of the wavelength. For an 
accuratee determination of the dn/dc and optimal results in the subsequent Mw 

determination,, the wavelength at which dn/dc is determined should be the same as that of 
thee laser of the LS detector. Sample related variability includes the degree of dissolution 
off  cellulose in LiCI/DMA c and the possible molecular associations or aggregation 
[12,25]. . 

4.2.2.3.24.2.2.3.2 Determination  of  dnldc 

Knowingg the DRI detector constant a and the concentrations c„  the dn/dc of solutions of 
cellulosee in 0.5% LiCI/DMA c is obtained by measuring the voltage output of the signal 
hi.hi. (see section 4.2.2.1.1). 

Thee dn/dc of cellulose solutions in 0.5% LiCI/DMA c was measured off-line with the 
Optilabb DSP, which as described earlier works at the same wavelength as the 
monochromaticc laser beam of the Dawn EOS (690 nm). 

Thee cellulose source was Whatman No. 1 filter paper, the model paper used throughout 
thiss research. The paper was defibrillated for 5 minutes in a small two-blade blender and 
driedd in a desiccator over drierite for several days. The sample was weighed in dry state 
inn order to avoid errors on the mass due to the moisture content of the paper. 

Thee dissolution in 8% LiCI/DMA c and dilution to 0.5% LiCI/DMA c was carried out 
accordingg to the final procedure described in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3. Eight dilutions 
(wt/wt)) were made from a stock cellulose solution 9.86x10"4 g L"1. Dilutions were made 
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usingg the same solvent batch 0.5% LiCl/DMA c as used in the preparation of the stock 
cellulosee solution. The concentrations of the nine solutions are reported in Table 4.2-2. 

Thee experiments proceeded at constant temperature (37°C), at a flow rate of 0.2 mL min"1 

withh an injection loop of 500 |iL, and manual injector (Rheodyne model 77251, low 
pressuree Teflon rotary valve) connected directly to the Optilab DSP. 

Thee experiment started by passing pure solvent (0.5% LiCl/DMAc) through the detector 
cell.. It was noticed that in order to obtain a stable baseline, the experiment had to be 
carriedd out without degassing the solvent. Indeed, a degassed solvent resulted in baseline 
dipss due to the difference in refractive index with the solvent in the cellulose solution, 
whichh is not degassed. 

Oncee the readings were stable, each cellulose solution was passed through the DRI 
detectorr starting with the lowest concentration, and the change in the voltage (AV) was 
recorded.. Time was allowed between each injection for the signal to return to baseline. 
Solventt was injected at the end of each measurement in order to set the baseline. The 
dn/dcdn/dc experiment was repeated three times. Table 4.2-2 reports the values of the voltages 
obtainedd in the three experiments. 

Fromm the change in the DRI detector voltage (AV) and the calibration constant a (a = 

d(An)/d(AV)),d(An)/d(AV)), the An for each different concentration can be calculated with: 

d(An) d(An) 
AnAn = AV 

d(AV) d(AV) 

Thee slope in the plot of An as a function of c equals d(A«)/dc or dn/dc. Figure 4.2-9 (top), 
Figuree 4.2-10 (top) and Figure 4.2-11 (top) show the plots for experiments 1 to 3 
respectively.. The values of dn/dc obtained are reported below each figure. The data was 
reducedd with DNDC software version 5.20 for Windows (Wyatt Technologies). 

Thee plot of Anlc as a function of c yielding a flat line indicates invariable dn/dc at all 
concentrations.. Such plots, presented in the bottom part of Figure 4.2-9, Figure 4.2-10 
andd Figure 4.2-11 show slopes equal to zero over the larger part of the concentration 
spectrum.. The first one or two data points are, however, off the flat line, which was 
attributedd to a possible experimental error on these lowest dilutions. 

Thee average of the three values of dn/dc obtained was 0.077  0.008 mL g"1. The 
precisionn on the three values being satisfactory, 0.077 mL.g"1 was used as dn/dc of 
cellulosee in 0.5% LiCl/DMA c throughout the study. 
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Tablee 4.2-2. Response of the DRI  detector  to cellulose in 0.5% I.iC l/DM Ac at different 
concentrations. . 
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Figuree 4.2-9. dn/dc graph for  experiment 1 using a = 2.2566X10"4 V1 
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Figuree 4.2-10. dn/dc graph for  experiment 2 using a = 2.2566x10"4 V" 1 

dn/dcdn/dc = 0.0744 3) mL g' 
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Figuree 4.2-11. dn/dc graph for Experiment 3 using a = 2.2566x10^* V" 
dn/dcdn/dc = 0.0751 x 10 3) niL g~' 

4.2.2.44 Influenc e of the secon d viria l coefficien t A2 

Thee second virial coefficient A2 is a thermodynamic parameter indicative of solvent-
solutee interactions. In other words, it is a measure of the amount of energy gained by the 
systemm upon surrounding polymer molecules by solvent molecules. 

AA22 is a parameter in the LS equation (Equation 4-1) for the calculation of Mw. This 
equationn shows that 2A2 is the slope of a linear plot of K*c/R$ as a function of c. A2 is thus 
determinedd by measuring Rg at several concentrations with the LS detector. It is obtained 
inn batch mode, since different concentrations are required, from a Zimm plot (see section 
4.1.2.2.2).. In SEC mode, the concentrations being very low, A2 can safely be omitted if 
thee following relationship is verified: 

2A2A22 cMw«\ 

Valuess of A2 for cellulose in LiCl/DMAc in the literature vary widely due to 
solubilisationn difficulties since at high cellulose concentration, molecules associations and 
aggregationn can be a problem. 

Roderr et al. [29] reported values of A2 of 3x10"4 mol mL g"2 for microcrystalline cellulose 

(1.3%% in 2.6% LiCl/DMAc), and 1.5xlO"3 mol mL g"2 for softwood Kraft pulp (0.3% in 

2.6%% LiCl/DMAc). McCormick etal. [24] reported values of A2 ranging from 3.5xl0"3 to 

5.3xl0"33 mol mL g"2, depending on the cellulose source, with solutions of 1% to 3% 

cellulosee in 9% LiCl/DMAc. The value they found for cotton cellulose was 3.5x1 (X3 mol 

mLmL g"2. Matsumoto et al. [30] reported a value of 1.33xl0"3 mol mL g~2 for cotton linters 

inn 8% LiCl/DMAc. 

Thee experimental conditions that most closely resemble the conditions of the present 
studyy are those of Roder et al, since the authors reported A2 values at SEC 

2 ^ ^ 

22 L

- ? ii . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 . . . 1 1 , , 
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concentrations.. Simulations were made by entering the value 3X10"4 mol mL g"2 instead 
off  0 as A2 coefficient in the ASTRA software, for a recalculation of Mw of a cellulose 
samplee from Whatman No.1 paper. The sample chosen had one of the highest A/w, of 
6.65x1055 g mol"1, when calculated with A2 set to 0. The resulting Mw was only 1.45% 
higher.. Inputting the highest literature value reported for A2, of 1.5xl0"3 mol mL g"2, the 
increasee in Mw was 7.24%. 

Thee simulation was also carried out with a degraded paper: Whatman No. 1 immersed in a 
solutionn of alum at 0.83 g mL'1, aged 35 days at 80°C, 50% relative humidity (A10t35) 
thatt had one of the lowest Mw, of 1.709xl05 g mol', when calculated with A2 set to 0. In 
thiss case, the value 3xl0"4 mol mL g"2 as A2 coefficient resulted in only a 0.41% increase 
inn Mw, while a value of A2 of 1.5xlO"3 mol mL g"2 resulted in a marginal increase of 
2.06%% in Mw. 

Thesee simulations showed that indeed the second virial coefficient A2 could be omitted in 
thee series of SEC/MALS experiments to be carried out in the present research, as the 
resultingg error in A/w would not likely ever exceed 2 %. 

4.2.34.2.3 SEC method  for  cellulose  in  LiCIIDMAc 

4.2.3.11 Sampl e preparatio n 

Solutionss of about 1% cellulose in 8% LiCl/DMA c are prepared according to the final 
proceduree described in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3. The stock cellulose solutions are 
dilutedd to 0.5% LiCl/DMA c with anhydrous DMAc to a sample concentration of about 
0.6255 mg mL"1, i.e. 0.0625% (wt/v) and filtered through 0.5 urn pores Millex LCR filters 
(Millipore)) before injection on the SEC columns. The remaining cellulose solutions are 
storedd at 4°C under nitrogen to avoid possible degradation in the solvent. 

Itt has to be noted that both the salt concentration in the mobile phase and the polymer 
concentrationn in the injected sample have to fall within a certain range in order to avoid 
excessivee viscosities (leading to high back-pressure), low efficiency and erroneous 
elutionn volumes. A concentration of LiCl of 0.5% in the mobile phase was a good 
compromisee between the need of a certain amount of LiCl to keep cellulose molecules in 
solutionn in a non-aggregated state, and the need to avoid corrosion of the 
chromatographicc system, as LiCl is corrosive to metal, as well as too high a solvent 
viscosity.. As for cellulose solutions, the usual recommendation for polymers of MT 

rangingg from 105 to 106 g mol"1 is to work with concentrations between 0.02% and 0.1% 
inn the sample injected. The initial cellulose concentration of 1% in 8% LiCl/DMA c was 
chosenn considering the balance required between cellulose and solvent given the 
solvationn capacity of LiCl/DMAc, but also the required final solution concentration in the 
injectedd sample after the dilution to 0.5%» LiCl. 
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Itt has to be noted that the sample concentration of 1% is indicative; the exact 
concentrationn has to be corrected by withdrawing the moisture content and the eventual 
gelatinee or gelatine/alum contents of the differently prepared paper samples (see section 
6.2.1.11 of Chapter 6 and section 7.2.1 of Chapter 7). However, seeking to know the exact 
concentrationn to start with is superfluous as in SEC/MALS, once the a constant of the 
DRII  and the dn/dc of the sample in the working solvent are known, the exact mass 
injectedd is subsequently computed by the software. Prior knowledge of the exact 
concentrationn of the solutions injected can nonetheless be useful in certain cases to 
determinee a "computed" dn/dc when it is not possible to obtain this value experimentally. 
Itt can also help to check for column retention or other non-exclusion behaviour of the 
solutess or for solvent complexation with the polymer (see Chapter 5) by comparing the 
computedd and the theoretical injected concentrations. 

4.2.3.22 SEC/MALS/DRI instrumenta l set-u p 

Thee experimental SEC set-up is represented in Figure 4.2-12. It consisted of a four 
channelss HPLC solvent degasser (Degassit™, Metachem Technologies Int.), HP 1100 
isocraticc pump G1310A (Hewlett Packard), injector (model 77251, Rheodyne) with a 100 
|iLL loop, multiangle light scattering detector (MALS) Dawn EOS (Wyatt Technologies) 
andd interferometric differential refractometer (DRI) Optilab DSP (Wyatt Technologies). 

Sincee light scattering measurements are very sensitive to short-term flow fluctuations, the 
pumpingg system has to fulfi l certain requirements for the flow delivery. The pump 
workedd on a hydraulic system with dual pistons. The amplitude of the pressure pulsation 
wass less than 2% (typically less than 1%) at 1 mL min"1 isopropanol at all pressures above 
100 bars. The flow precision was repeatable within less than 0.3% relative standard 
deviationn (RSD) (typically 0.15% based on retention time at 1 mL min"'). An on-line 
membranee filter 0.22 (i.m pore size (Millipore) was placed between the pump and the 
injectorr to filter any remaining particulates in the mobile phase. 

thermostated d 
compartment t 

data a 
acquisition n 

auxiliaryy interface 

Figuree 4.2-12. Schematic representation of the SEC/MALS/DRI . 
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Bothh the Dawn EOS and Optilab DSP are described in section 4.2.1. The MALS was 
placedd between the columns and the DRI detector. This was to avoid exposing the DRI 
detectorr to a high backpressure, which could damage the cells, and also to provide some 
backpressuree to the MALS in order to improve baseline stability. In addition, with this 
configurationn the dead-volume between the DRI and the MALS was minimal, given the 
locationn of the inlet and outlet valves. 

Thee interdetector delay volume was 0.15 mL, the constants of the instruments are 

6.071X10"66 for the Dawn EOS and 2.256X10"4 V*1 for the Optilab DSP (as determined in 

sectionn 4.2.2). The gain of the Optilab DSP was set to 10, the actual working a constant 

wass therefore 2.256xl0"5 V"1. The data acquisition interval was 0.5 seconds. 

4.2.3.33 Separatio n 

Thee separation was carried out on a set of 3 poly (styrene-divinyl benzene) columns 
packedd with 10 (im diameter particles MDCED-B pores, 300 mm x 7.5 mm (Polymer 
Laboratories)) preceded by a guard column 10 (im particles 50 mm x 7.5 mm (Polymer 
Laboratories).. The columns have a linear separation from 500 g mol"1 to 107 g mol"1 

(specificationn from the supplier). They were placed in a thermostatted heating 
compartmentt (Figure 4.2-12) at 60°C and the system was operated at 60°C with a flow 
ratee of 1 mL min"1. The mobile phase bottle was kept at 55-56°C under low stirring in a 
heating/stirringg unit (Pierce). The injection volume was 100 \xL and the run time was 40 
minutes. . 

Itt has been shown that the run temperature had a clear influence on the elution behaviour 
off  cellulose on PSDVB columns, lower temperatures resulting in longer retention times 
[14].. However, if this has consequences when MT is determined relative to standards, in 
MALS,, such phenomenon has no impact on the calculated Afw. In the present method, it 
wass therefore preferred to run the samples at lower temperatures than usually reported for 
SECC of cellulose in LiCl/DMA c (80°C), in order to avoid degradation of the polymer 
duringg the analysis as much as possible. A run temperature of 60°C was chosen as it also 
providedd for a reasonable backpressure between 65 and 69 bars. 

Thee mobile phase, 0.5% LiCl/DMAc, was filtered through 0.5 um pore Millex LCR 
filterss (Millipore). The mobile phase and the stock 8% LiCl/DMA c (prepared as reported 
inn section 3.2.1.1 of Chapter 3) were stored under nitrogen at 4°C if not used 
immediately. . 

Thee data acquisition was carried out by the ASTRA software version 4.73.04 (Wyatt 
Technologies).. The RSD for the mass of cellulose injected calculated by the ASTRA 
softwaree for all the reference Whatman No.1 papers was 4.2%, which corresponds to the 
uncertaintyy on the computed values only, excluding other systematic errors in the sample 
preparationn and SEC runs. 
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4.2.3.44 Precisio n and repeatabilit y of the metho d 

Thee precision of the method related to the instrumentation (SEC/MALS set-up) and to 

samplee preparation was determined by injecting two different samples of Whatman No.1 

paperr (samples 1 and 2) dissolved on different days, in three (A, B and C) and two (A and 

B)) replicates respectively (total of five runs), as described in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3. 

Al ll  injections were done on different days. 

Withh ASTRA software, both differential and cumulative distribution graphs of molar 

massess and mean square radii <r g
2>  can be calculated. Figure 4.2-13 (left) and (right) 

showw the overlaid differential molar mass and cumulative molar mass graphs of the five 

runs.. Figure 4.2-14 (left) and (right) shows the overlaid differential root mean square radii 

andd cumulative root mean square radii graphs of the five runs. 

Tablee 4.2-3 reports the values of M„,  Mw and Mz obtained for the two samples with the 

averagess and RSD. The RSD on Mw and Mz was about 2.5%, which shows a very good 

repeatabilityy of the method. Mn had slightly higher RSD (7%) but that was still within the 

acceptablee error. The error was slightly larger on the low-A/r molecules than on the high-

Mrr molecules. This could be due to the precision of the MAL S detector, which is lower in 

thee low-Mr range. 

Differentiall Molar Mass Cumulativee Molar Mass 

1.0x1(55 1.0x10 
Molarr Mass (g/mol) 

1.0x1(5 5 1.0x11)) 1.0x10 
Molarr Mass (g/mol) 

1.0x10 0 

Figuree 4.2-13. Overlaid differential molar mass graphs (left), and cumulative molar mass graphs 
(right)) for five runs of Whatman No.1 paper, cellulose concentration 0.625% in 0.5% LiCl/DMAc. 

Differentiall RMS Radius Cumulativee RMS Radius 

10.00 100.0 

R.M.S.. Radius (nm) 

10.00 100.0 

R.M.S.. Radius (nm) 

Figuree 4.2-14 Overlaid differential root mean square radii (left), and cumulative root mean square 
radiii  (right) for five runs of Whatman No.1 paper, cellulose concentration 0.625% in 0.5% 
LiCl/DMAc . . 
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Tablee 4.2-3. Mt averages and RSD% obtained in the five runs of Whatman No.1 paper. 

sample e 

IA A 
IB B 
IC C 
2A A 
2B B 

average e 
RSD D 

RSD% % 

MnxlO-5 5 

gg mol"1 

4.177 7 
3.686 6 
3.679 9 
4.006 6 
3.523 3 
3.814 4 
0.268 8 
7.0% % 

A/wxl0'5 5 

gg mol"1 

6.959 9 
6.65 5 
6.515 5 
6.731 1 
6.628 8 
6.697 7 
0.166 6 
2.5% % 

A/,xl0"5 5 

gg mol"1 

10.62 2 
10.39 9 
9.988 8 
10.24 4 
10.39 9 
10.33 3 
0.233 3 
2.3% % 

4.2.44.2.4 Conformation  of  cellulose  in  solution  and solvent 
quality quality 

Ass seen in previous sections, SEC with MALS and DRI detection allows the 
determinationn of absolute molar masses and the direct measurements of the polymer size, 
expressedd as the mean square radius (<r g

2>  or rms2), from which information on the 
polymerr conformation in solution can be derived. 

Att the very low concentrations used in SEC, the values of the z-average rms radius (rz) 

aree independent of both dn/dc and MT. Therefore rz is a good parameter to study the size 
off  the polymer, as long as its value remains larger man A/20 in order to measure the 
angularr dependence of the scattered intensity. 

Figuree 4.2-16 and Figure 4.2-16 show respectively the molar mass and the root mean 
squaree radius (rms) versus the elution volume (Ve) for the cellulose of Whatman No.1 
paperr dissolved in 8% LiCl/DMAc, and diluted to 0.5% LiCl. The DRI trace 
chromatogramm is superimposed onto the distribution line. At the edges of the distribution 
curve,, the signal-to-noise ratio is low and there is a large uncertainty in the values, which 
iss visible from the dispersion of the data points. The cellulose showed a linear 
relationshipp of both molar mass and rms radius with Ve across most of the elution range. 
Thiss indicated a normal elution with no column retention. 
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Molarr Mass vs. Volume 

1.0x107 7 

I1.0X106 6 

w w 
CO O 
to o 

§§ 1.0x10s 

1.0x10* * 
14.00 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 

Volumee (mL) 

Figuree 4.2-15. Molar  mass distribution s across elution volume for  cellulose of Whatman No.1 0.625% 
inn 0.5% LiCl/DMAc . 

RMSS Radius vs. Volume  c" 
1000.0 0 

|| 100.0 
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14.00 16.0 18.0 20.0 22.0 24.0 

Volumee (mL) 

Figuree 4.2-16. rms radius distribution s across elution volume for  cellulose of Whatman No.1 0.625% 
inn 0.5% LiCl/DMAc . 

Thee technique of SEC/MALS also provides the possibility of obtaining a direct 
relationshipp between Mr and polymer size. This relationship between polymer size and 
molarr mass is usually represented as a scaling law of the form [31,32,33]: 

J(rJ(r gg
22)) = Q Mr"  (Equation 4-6) 

Ass the polymer dimensions depend on polymer-solvent interactions, this law yields 
informationn on the properties of the polymer in solution. The power order q (scaling 
factor)) is related to the shape of the chains, i.e. to polymer-solvent interactions and 
macromolecularr conformation of the polymer. Values of q comprised between 0.5 and 0.6 
aree expected for random coil polymer chains; q is closer to 0.5 for a polymer in a theta 
solventt (A2 = 0) and is closer to 0.6 for a polymer in a good solvent (A2 > 0). Rigid rod 
polymerss have q values of 1 - or very close to 1, and spherical polymers have values of q 
aroundd 0.33. Most real random coils have q ~ 0.55-0.60. Branched molecules may have 

,, 1 
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slopess much smaller than the typical random coil value, making the slope a possible 
indicatorr of branching. 

Thee slope in the log-log plot of rms radius as a function of MT yields q. The value of q can 
bee related to the Mark-Houwink-Sakurada (MHS) parameter a by the equation [20]: 

(a+1) ) 

Thus,, a = 3q -1 

0.5 5 Hence,, for true random coil polymers in a theta solvent, q = 

Figuree 4.2-17 shows a plot of rms radius versus Mr on a log-log scale for cellulose in 
0.5%% LiCl/DMA c with its best-fit match. The linear relationship obtained and the value q 
off  0.59 indicated that cellulose chains were in random coil conformation and that 
LiCl/DMA cc was a very suitable solvent. This is true not only for the dissolution solvent 
8%% LiCl/DMAc, but also for the SEC mobile phase 0.5% LiCl/DMAc, where upon 
dilutionn the cellulose molecules stayed in solution in very good thermodynamic 
conditions. . 

Inn the literature, cellulose in 9% LiCl/DMA c was first reported to have a rigid rod 
conformationn [24,34], with a MHS coefficient a of 1.19, reflecting the enhanced stiffness 
off  the cellulose backbone. The suggested explanation was that due to the complexing 
naturee of the solvent LiCl/DMAc, the repulsive interaction of the chloride ions associated 
withh the chain favoured a fully extended molecule. These results were obtained with 
viscosityy measurements. SEC studies later reported a values of 0.7 and 1 for cellulose in 
LiCl/DMA cc showing both a linear polymer conformation and the good solvating power 
off  this solvent [16,35]. More recent studies reported a values of 0.957 [13] and 0.65 [36]. 

1000.0 0 

(A A 

ii 100.0 

10.0 0 

scalingg law 

•• cto 
qq = 0.59  0.00 
(QQ = 2.11 2 

;; ••: •.-. 

 M^^ 
* g y t « r ^ ^ 

' , .. • ' , , i 

, , 

• • 

1x1055 1x106 1x107 7 

Molarr Mass (g/mol) 

Figuree 4.2-17. rms radius Vs Mr for cellulose of Whatman No.1, 0.625% in 0.5% LiCl/DMAc. 
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Tablee 4.2-4 reports the values of q and Q obtained running three samples of imaged 
Whatmann No.1 in 0.5% LiCl/DMA c prepared as described in section 4.2.3.1 and 
dissolvedd as reported in section 3.2.4 of Chapter 3. One of them was run in three 
replicatess (1A, IB and 1C) and the remaining two in duplicate (2A, 2B and 3A, 3B) for a 
totall  of seven runs. 

Thee value of q was higher for samples 1 and 3, with 0.59 < q < 0.62, and average value of 
0.66 (RSD of 2%), indicating optimal solvation conditions. It was slightly lower for sample 
2,, with q ~ 0.56-0.57, indicating that in this case cellulose was somewhat closer to theta 
conditions.. Nevertheless, all values of q indicated a random coil polymer conformation in 
solution. . 

Thee average value of Q found using samples 1 and 3, i.e. five runs, as these were the 

sampless showing optimal solvation, yielded 2.0xl0"2 with a RSD of 19.6%. 

Itt can therefore be statistically concluded that cellulose in 0.5% LiCl/DMA c is in random 
coill  conformation, and Equation 4-6 thus becomes: 

^)=2.0x\0-^)=2.0x\0-22MM rr
06 06 

Fromm the values of q and considering only samples 1 and 3 (for the same reason as 
earlier),, the MHS coefficient a for the cellulose in 0.5% LiCl/DMA c was found to be 
betweenn 0.77 and 0.86, with an average value of 0.81 (Table 4.2-4). This finding 
corroboratess the data reported by Schuit et al. [26] who found a scaling factor q of 0.55 
forr cellulose in 0.5% LiCl/DMAc , the corresponding value for a being 0.65. The authors 
justifyy this surprisingly low coefficient compared to the earlier published values by a 
weakeningg of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding leading to an increased freedom of 
rotationn of the cellulose molecule around the glycosidic bond, and consequently lower 
chainn stiffness. The hypothesis that intermolecular associations play a role in lowering the 
hydrodynamicc volume of the cellulose in solution thus yielding this low a value was also 
proposedd by the authors. 

Thee values of q reported above were obtained from plotting and integrating across the 
entiree peak area. However, the slope in the log-log plot may not be constant over the 
wholee Mr range. This is most often reported in the case of linear polymers that have 
branchedd components at high-A/f. In such a case, as branched molecules are more 
compact,, the slope becomes shallower at large Mx. 

Tablee 4.2-5 reports the values of q for log-log plots of rms radius versus MT for the seven 
runss of Whatman No. 1 paper across three different regions of the peak, covering the 
entiree Ve range (i.e. from 15.5 mL to 23 mL). The latter spans from the baseline to the 
apex,, across the peak's half height, and from the apex back to the baseline. Table 4.2-6 
reportss the corresponding values of Mw averages over these three peak regions. 
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Tablee 4.2-7 reports the values of q for the same seven runs across the area of the peaks for 
whichh the log-log plots of rms radius versus Mr were found strictly linear. This 
correspondedd to a common Ve among the seven runs between 17 and 19 mL In this case, 
thee calculations of q were performed over the specific peak region (17-19 mL) in four 
fractionss of 0.5 mL each. Table 4.2-8 reports the corresponding values of Mw averages 
overr these four volume fractions. Figure 4.2-18 illustrates the location of the Ve fraction 
177 to 19 mL on the chromatogram of one of the samples. 

Inn both cases, whether calculated over the entire Ve split into three fractions or over a 
partiall  Ve split into four, the value of q was found to decrease from the beginning to the 
endd of the elution. Hence, q decreased with Mr, and this is represented in Figure 4.2-19. In 
thiss figure, the average q of the seven values from Table 4.2-5 and Table 4.2-7 is plotted 
versuss the logarithm of corresponding average Mw. 

Ass cellulose is not a branched polymer, this change in the slope q as a function of MT can 
bee interpreted as due to a variation in the quality of the solvent depending on the length of 
thee chains. Very-high-A/r chains (Mw>106 g mol"1) seem to have a slightly suffer 
conformationn (q > 0.6) than high and mid-Mr chains (106 > A/w > 5x10s g mol"1). The 
latterr have a perfect random-coil conformation with q between 0.5 and 0.6. Low- and 
very-low-Afrr chains (Mw<  3.5xl05 g mol"1) have lower q values (average q = 0.43). This 
eitherr means that they are less well solvated than mid- and high-Mr chains, or they tend to 
adoptt a more compact conformation in solution. 

Thiss finding can also partly explain the variations in the values of dn/dc reported in the 
literaturee for cellulose in LiCl/DMA c reported in section 4.2.2.3.1. 

Tablee 4.2-4.Values of Q, q and a for  seven runs of the three samples of cellulose in LiCl/DMAc . 

1A A 

IB B 

\C \C 

2A A 

2B B 

3A A 

3B B 

O(xl02) ) 

2.388 ' 

2.11+0.10 0 

1.977 6 

3.622 0 

1.11+0.07 7 

2.277  0.08 

1.377 5 

q q 

0.61 1 

0.59 9 

0.60 0 

0.57 7 

0.56 6 

0.59 9 

0.62 2 

a a 

0.83 3 

0.77 7 

0.80 0 

0.71 1 

0.68 8 

0.77 7 

0.86 6 

11 The uncertainty range on the values of Q is calculated by the ASTRA software. The software estimates the 
uncertaintiess in all calculated quantities by determining the statistical fluctuation in each detector's signal, 
includingg all photodiodes and the RI signals. These uncertainties are statistical only, and do not include any 
off  the many possible systematic errors that may be present from sample preparation to injection and 
separation.. The reported errors are merely a measure of the statistical consistency of the data, not an 
absolutee limit on the error in the results. 
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Tablee 4.2-5. Values of q for  seven runs of the three samples of cellulose in LiCl/D M Ac, across three 
overlayingg peak regions. 

1A A 
IB B 
1C C 
2A A 
2B B 
3A A 
3B B 

Average e 
RSD D 

fromfrom Ve peak start 
too Ve peak apex 

0.62 2 
0.65 5 
0.63 3 
0.56 6 
0.58 8 
0.64 4 
0.68 8 

0.62 2 
0.041 1 

<7 7 
inn Ve peak 1/2 

heights s 
0.58 8 
0.50 0 
0.57 7 
0.58 8 
0.55 5 
0.54 4 
0.58 8 

0.56 6 
0.030 0 

fromfrom Ve peak apex 
too Ve peak end 

0.48 8 
0.34 4 
0.41 1 
0.47 7 
0.48 8 
0.45 5 
0.37 7 

0.43 3 
0.056 6 

Tablee 4.2-6. Values of Afw and log Mw for the seven runs of the three samples of cellulose on three 
fractionss of Ve from beginning to end. 

Vee peak start to Ve ., , , „ , . ,, Ve peak apex to Ve •• Ve peak 1/2 heights r , , 
peakk apex peak end 

samplee Mw (g/mol) Log Mw Mw (g/mol) Log Mw Mw (g/mol) Log Afw 

1A A 
IB B 
1C C 
2A A 
2B B 
3A A 
3B B 

average e 
RSD D 

1.620X106 6 

1.109x10s s 

1.074xl06 6 

1.069xl06 6 

1.087xl06 6 

1.131xl06 6 

1.138xl06 6 

1.175x10* * 
1.98xl05 5 

6.210 0 
6.045 5 
6.031 1 
6.029 9 
6.036 6 
6.053 3 
6.056 6 
6.066 6 
0.064 4 

6.133xl05 5 

6.023x105 5 

6.072x105 5 

6.141xl05 5 

6.268x10s s 

6.270x105 5 

6.195x10s s 

6.157x10s s 

9.4x104 4 

5.788 8 
5.780 0 
5.783 3 
5.788 8 
5.797 7 
5.797 7 
5.792 2 
5.789 9 
0.007 7 

3.553x10s s 

3.873xl05 5 

3.344x10s s 

3.655x10s s 

3.775x10s s 

3.621x10s s 

3.393x10s s 

3.602x10s s 

1.9xl04 4 

5.551 1 
5.588 8 
5.524 4 
5.563 3 
5.577 7 
5.559 9 
5.531 1 
5.556 6 
0.023 3 

Tablee 4.2-7. Values ofq for  the seven runs of the three samples of cellulose in LiCl/DMAc , across the 
Vee range where the relationship between rms radii Vs M r (log-log) is strictl y linear. 

sample e 

1A A 
IB B 
1C C 
2A A 
2B B 
3A A 
3B B 

Average e 
RSD D 

qq over Vt 

17-17.5mL L 

0.84 4 
0.69 9 
0.64 4 
0.6 6 
0.58 8 
0.58 8 
0.66 6 
0.66 6 
0.091 1 

qq over Ve 

17.5-18mL L 

0.58 8 
0.59 9 
0.64 4 
0.61 1 
0.61 1 
0.61 1 
0.62 2 
0.61 1 
0.020 0 

qq over Ve 

18-18.5mL L 

0.59 9 
0.46 6 
0.6 6 
0.6 6 
0.57 7 
0.53 3 
0.62 2 
0.57 7 
0.055 5 

qq over Ve 

18.5-19mL L 

0.62 2 
0.49 9 
0.53 3 
0.57 7 
0.52 2 
0.47 7 
0.48 8 
0.53 3 
0.054 4 
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Tablee 4.2-8. Values of M„  and log M„  for  the seven runs of the three samples of cellulose over  four 
fractionss of Ve between 17 and 19 mL. 

sample e 
1A A 
IB B 
1C C 
2A A 
2B B 
3A A 
3B B 

Average e 
RSD D 

Vee 17-17.5 mL 
Mww (g/mol) 

1.412X106 6 

1.294xl06 6 

1.362x106 6 

1.301X106 6 

1.339X106 6 

1.348xl06 6 

1.249xl06 6 

1.329x10' ' 
4.9xl04 4 

Logg A/w 

6.150 0 
6.112 2 
6.134 4 
6.114 4 
6.127 7 
6.130 0 
6.097 7 
6.123 3 
0.016 6 

Vee 17.5-18 mL 
Mww (g/mol) 
1.056X106 6 

9.089x10s s 

9.593x10s s 

9.097x10s s 

9.333x10s s 

9.579x10s s 

8.732x10s s 

9.426x10s s 

5.4X104 4 

LogMw w 

6.024 4 
5.959 9 
5.982 2 
5.959 9 
5.970 0 
5.981 1 
5.941 1 
5.974 4 
0.024 4 

Vee 18-18.5 mL 
Mww (g/mol) 
7.430x10s s 

6.403x10s s 

6.900x10s s 

6.574x10s s 

6.807x10s s 

6.881x10s s 

6.113x10s s 

6.730x10s s 

3.9xl04 4 

Logg Mw 

5.871 1 
5.806 6 
5.839 9 
5.818 8 
5.833 3 
5.838 8 
5.786 6 
5.827 7 
0.025 5 

Vee 18.5-19 mL 
Mww (g/mol) 

5.571x10s s 

4.569x10s s 

4.964x10s s 

4.850x10s s 

5.128x10s s 

5.028x10s s 

4.278x10s s 

4.913x10s s 

3.8xl04 4 

LogMw w 

5.746 6 
5.660 0 
5.696 6 
5.686 6 
5.710 0 
5.701 1 
5.631 1 
5.690 0 
0.034 4 

0.25 5 

0.20 0 

33 0.15 

0.10 0 

33 0.05 
< < 

0.00 0 

-0.05 5 
10 0 20 0 

Volumee (mL) 

30 0 

90' ' 
AUX X 

40 0 

Figuree 4.2-18. 90° photodiode LS signal and DRI  signal as a function of Ve for  sample 3A. Vertical 
barss enclose the fraction of V. used in the calculations ofq and shown in Tables 4.2-6 and 4.2-7. 
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Figuree 4.2-19. : q as a function of logMw over  four  Ve fractions of 0.5mL between 17 and 19 mL; 
(o):q(o):q as a function of log M„  over  three Ve fractions covering the whole peak region. 
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ChemicalsChemicals and materials 

Whatmann No. 1 filter paper was obtained from Fisher Scientific (Springfield, NJ, USA). Sodium chloride 

(NaCl)) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. (St. Louis, MO, USA) and HPLC grade toluene was from 

Across Organics (Springfield, NJ, USA). Anotop filters (0.02 urn pore size, 25 mm diameter) were from 

Whatmann Inc. (Clifton, NJ, USA). Millex LCR filters (0.5 urn pore size) from Millipor e (Bedford, MA, USA) 

purchasedd through Fisher Scientific. Drierite was from Fisher Scientific. Polystyrene (PS) standard 30,000, 

polyy (styrene-divinyl benzene) (PSDVB) columns 10 (J.m diameter particles MIXED-B pores, 300 mm x 7.5 

mmm and guard column 10 um particles 50 mm x 7.5 mm were from Polymer Laboratories Inc. (Amherst, 

MAA 01002, USA). 

Instruments Instruments 

Multianglee light scattering detector Dawn EOS and interferometric differential refractometer Optilab DSP 

weree from Wyatt Technologies Corp. (Santa Barbara, CA, USA). The four-channel HPLC solvent degasser 

Degassit™™ was obtained from Metachem Technologies Int. (Torrance, CA, USA) and HP 1100 isocratic 

pumpp G1310A was from Hewlett Packard, now Agilent Technologies (Palo Alto, CA, USA). Injector 

modell  7725i was from Rheodyne L.P. (Cotati, CA, USA). The heating/stirring unit was from Pierce 

(Rockford,, IL, USA). 
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